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INTERIORS & ACCESSORIES

Reflecting on the past 70 years, it is interesting 
to see just how far we have come. Originally 

leather tanners then glove manufacturers, the
OB range of sheepskin and leather products has 
expanded and diversified over the years.

This interiors brochure will hopefully give you a 
flavour of our soft furnishings and lifestyle collections. 

For 2018, we have introduced several new shapes, on 
trend colours and one very important skin type.

We are especially thrilled in our 70th year to introduce
a range of British Sheepskins, this range has been developed 

exclusively for the Owen Barry interiors and lifestyle collections.

For many years Australian and New Zealand sheep have been 
our preferred choice, 100% bi-product of the food industry, 
Aussie and NZ pelts are strong, robust with long luxe wool, 
and we still use a great deal of them.

But for 2018 Owen Barry are excited to introduce
“UK Domestics”, a beautiful plush sheepskin that is 
doubled sided, meaning both the sueded pelt AND 
short ironed wool are soft and luxurious to touch; 
making these skins perfect for throws and decorative 
uses, but also strong enough for beanbags etc. 

Of course, UK domestic skins
are also 100% a bi-product
of the (UK) food industry,
British farming demands an 
exceptionally high standard

of animal husbandry and this is reflected in the feel of these wonderful skins. 

It’s not just the UK Domestic’s, but as you will see, looking through this brochure, our 
whole range of skins and colours are fairly interchangeable, this enables you to create 
combinations and collections that are very individual to you (or your customer).

We hope you like our efforts; We have been doing this for 70 years and are very proud of 
our heritage. We still hand cut and make everything right here in Somerset, we would be 
thrilled to show you around our factory, but please, let us know you are coming.

1948
Owen was called up to serve his 
country in 1939, prior to that he 
worked as an apprentice glove 
cutter for Robbins of Yeovil.

Following his demob in 1946, 
Owen returned home to Street, 
Somerset, eventually setting up 
his own glove manufacturing 
business in 1948, using locally 
tanned leathers.

Today
Since Owen Barry set up his glove 
manufacturing business 70 years ago his 
company has not only grown in size but
also in the variety of products it creates.

However, some thing’s definitely haven’t 
changed; Traditional craftsmanship, 
beautiful leathers, unerring customer
service and still 100% made in Somerset.

1950-60
During this time the company 
flourished, so much so
that Owen diversified his 
offering into accessories, 
adding a small clothing
range in 1960.

1980-90
British manufacturing 
became very difficult as 
a huge amount of cheap 
imports flooded the UK 
market place. Owen 
Barry Ltd underwent a 
restructure, we rebuilt 
the company choosing 
to focus on export 
markets that still 
appreciated British 
craftsmanship.

1970
Owen’s daughter Cindi 
joins the business along 
with Ken Ellis.

2009-16
Owen Barry Ltd goes from 
strength to strength, buying 
a larger Somerset factory, 
forging strong allegiances 
with Glastonbury Festival 
and winning Somerset’s 
“Best International
Business” award.

2000-08
Underpinned by a strong export 
market, the Owen Barry team look 
back to the UK. Cindi’s daughter 
Chas joins the company and the 
ranges expand to include handbags, 
interiors and lifestyle designs.

Pictured opposite is The Tannery staff circa 1935, this is
where as a boy, Owen learnt all about tanning and selecting 
leather from his father Reginald (seated, middle with very 
impressive moustache!). 

We are still based in the same building today.

LET’S BE SOCIAL...
Link up with us on the social channels, to see images and find out news 
direct from the OB hub.

FACEBOOK: /owenbarrysomerset INSTAGRAM: @owenbarrysomerset
TWITTER: @OWENBARRYOB BLOG: www.owenbarry.com/cindis-blog

Where it all started
70 years ago (1948-2018)

PICTURED: The Tannery staff circa 1935

New Stockists
If you would like to know more about 
our Interiors and Accessories range or 
to become a stockist, please contact 
us to arrange an appointment with an 
OB rep, or to visit our showroom and 
factory at:

No. 3, The Tanyard, 
Leigh Road, Street, 
Somerset, BA16 0HD, UK

Tel: + 44 (0) 1458 442858

UK & International
Trade Orders
To place your order, please call the 
main office on: +44 (0)1458 442858
or send an email enquiry to:
info@owenbarry.com

Personal Orders
If you are not a trade account but wish 
to purchase an Owen Barry product 
for your personal use, please email us 
at shop@owenbarry.com where we
can advise your local stockist and
help you directly.

Retail website: www.owenbarry.com

Trade Design & 
Manufacturing Service
Let us help you create and supply 
unique or exclusive interiors and soft 
furnishings for your own collection. 
info@owenbarry.com 

Interiors & Accessories
2018 Collection

ABOVE: Owen Barry modelling 
his jacket range

nal
d.

2018 is a landmark year for Owen Barry Ltd.

The Barry family had been tanning in the West 
Country since the 1800’s, but the present 
design and manufacturing company was 
started in 1948 by the eponymous founder.

We have been handcrafting in Somerset for 70 
years using traditional skills handed down 
from father to son and more recently mother 
to daughter. 

“The past is our prologue”
We look forward to the next 70 years
of beautiful British made products.

See you soon...
TEAM OWEN BARRY
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INTERIORS & ACCESSORIES

his is the ultimate two-person beanbag, 
easily large enough to seat two adults,
it is also deep enough to offer good back 

support for both occupants.

Sumo is the epitome of luxury, big enough for a tribe of
kids. We have even seen it used as a makeshift “curl up in” bed! 
This “nest” will quickly become the most sought-after piece of 
furniture you own.

Sumo comes already bean filled, the stockinette sleeve and 
protective leather zip cover ensure no escapee beans. It has an 
upholstery quality leather base, ensuring it can be placed on 
any surface without worry of damage. 

Sumo comes in 5 skin options totalling 18 different colours, 
each one giving this stunning, statement piece a very different 
dynamic for your home. 

SIZE: W120cms x H60cms

Owen Barry bean bags come in a variety of shapes and sizes, making them appropriate for any room in the house. 

A vast range of skin colours and options, so whether it is the mega Sumo 
style, the classic Large or the handy Small beanbag, you can ensure that 
they complement any interior décor and theme.

All our beanbags come well filled with fire retardant poly beans secured in 
a stockinette sleeve, (unlike some) we are very generous with our bean 
fillings. Years of experience tells us that poly beans settle and beanbags 
“plump down”, so actually, after a short while the perfect seat is obtained 
(rather than a sorry looking underfed one!). 

Our footstools/floor cushions and pouffees, also arrive very full, again they 
will quickly bed down to the perfect finish.

Rest assured, if you ever feel the need for a fire retardant bean top up
– don’t worry we can supply this. 

All our beanbags etc. come with an upholstery quality real leather
base, this means they can be used on any household surface without
fear of damage.

T
SHOWN ABOVE:
1. Cowhide Silver Acido. 2. Cowhide Gold Acido.
3. Cowhide Tricolour. 4. UK Domestic Mole.
5. UK Domestic Navy. 6. UK Domestic Graphito.
7. UK Domestic Ivory.

SHOWN ABOVE:
1. Swedish Sheepskin Taupe.
2. Swedish Sheepskin Silver Grey.
3. Swedish Sheepskin Dark Grey.

COWHIDE

1.

SUMO
Swedish Collection

3.

2.

1.

Beanbags
Footstools

TAUPE

ROSE DUCK EGG

Luxe Collection

OUR BEANBAGS ARE 
FILLED FIRMLY WITH 
LIGHT WEIGHT BEANS 
WHICH WILL SETTLE 
OVER TIME.

2.

3.

UK DOMESTIC

4.

5.

6.

7.

Australian origins, this skin was originally developed in 
Somerset by Fenlands an artisan tannery, just down 
the road from Owen Barry. 

Yetti got it’s name from the elusive Himalayan Snowman: it is a far 
more robust version of the popular Tibetan/Mongolian Lamb. 

For everyday use Yetti is unbeatable, it has the stunning shaggy 
wool profile, which is easily maintained, it is eclectic and 
hardwearing, a head turning accompaniment in any household.

PEWTER

MOONLIGHT

OUR SKINS

Ivory

IVORYCHARCOAL
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INTERIORS & ACCESSORIES

A staple in the Owen Barry 
collection, we have large 
resources of both European and 
South American Cowhides, each 
hide is individual, therefore the 
images shown are purely 
representative of a “look”. 

Every Owen Barry (cowhide) product is 
hand cut and made here in Somerset, so 
you can be sure every skin has been 
selected carefully, but there is always 
going to be variation. That is one of the 
beauties of it, there will never be 
another quite like it anywhere else.
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al LARGE 
BEANBAG

ur best selling bean bag, it offers style, impact and 
comfort in equal parts.

Unlike some of our competitors, you can be assured when we 
say large we mean large. This beanbag is a perfect size for a standard lounge/
lifestyle, it will take up approximately the same footprint as an average 
armchair,it is easily roomy enough for a big adult, offering good back 
support, the bean filling can be adjusted for deeper or fuller requirements. 

It comes already bean filled, the stockinette sleeve and protective leather 
zip cover ensure no escapee beans. It has an upholstery quality leather 
base, ensuring it can be placed on any surface without worry of damage

Our large bean bag is available in 6 skin options and 22 colours, enabling 
you to create inspired, relaxed rooms/lifestyles. 

SIZE: W95cms x H70cms

O

GOLD ACIDO

TRICOLOUR

Our Yetti collection looks 
fabulous on the large 
beanbag...

YETTI SHEEPSKIN

Pewter Ivory

BE CREATIVE
Luxe Collection

DUCK EGGCowhide Collection

Swedish Collection
SILVER GREY

Silver Acido

MOONLIGHT

BROWN ECRU

STEEL

TAUPE

DARK GREY

IVORY

ROSE

CHARCOAL

TAUPE

2.

3.

4.

UK DOMESTIC 
COLLECTION
SHOWN BELOW & OPPOSITE:
1. UK Domestic Ivory. 2. UK Domestic Mole.
3. UK Domestic Navy. 4. UK Domestic Graphito.

Leather Collection

1.
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Hareem & Lowland are available in the following skin combinations...

YETTI SHEEPSKIN

Pewter Ivory

COWHIDE

Tricolour Gold Acido Silver Acido

LUXE SHEEPSKIN

Ivory Rose Duck Egg Charcoal Taupe

SWEDISH SHEEPSKIN

Moonlight Taupe Dark Grey Silver Grey

LEATHER

Steel Grey Brown Ecru

UK DOMESTIC

Mole Navy Graphito Ivory

areem is a large low-level ottoman. 
Slightly squishy but extremely decadent. 
This piece is a more relaxed, ‘nest’ type 

drum shape. The ultimate boho chic!

Hareem is more laidback than the Large Beanbag, has a feeling 
of escape, think holidays in chalets, yurts or secret dens. 

Ideal for the bedroom or leisure room, this fabulous beanbag 
has a leather base like Sumo and is available in all 5 skin options, 
with 18 colourways.

It comes already bean filled, with a stockinette sleeve and 
protective leather zip cover ensure no escapee beans. Want it 
firmer? We can supply more beans so that you can fill it to your 
optimum height. 

SIZE: W150cms x H35cms

H
EACH BEANBAG IS 
LOVINGLY HAND CUT 
AND MADE IN SOMERSET 
FROM WHOLE SKINS.

ALL OF OUR SKINS ARE 
INDIVIDUALLY SELECTED 
AND MATCHED TOGETHER 
TO ENSURE A STRONG, 
UNIFORM AND TACTILE FEEL.

IVORY

BROWN

TAUPE

LOWLAND

Hareem

uestion, is Lowland a beanbag, a very 
large drum or perhaps a coffee table? 

Firmly filled Lowland is an ideal piece for the busy 
home. Perfect for when you need impromptu additional 
seating, easily seats 3 kids, or 2 adults, but also a great table for 
your laptop, TV dinner, or coffee tray. 

Perhaps, be decadent and use it as the most stylish footstool in 
the neighbourhood – good shout. 

SIZE: W90cms x H35cms

Q

Our Luxe skins are of 
Australian or New Zealand 
origin, the plush beauty of 
their habitat can be 
appreciated when handling 
these skins; the long-
polished wool has a luxury, 
softness and warmth that 
is second to none. 

Don’t be fooled by the opulent 
appearance – these skins are 
extremely hardwearing this
makes them a perfect choice for 
any location.

A 
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OUR SKINSUK Domestic Collection

Luxe Collection

Swedish Collection

Leather Collection

TAUPE
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YETTI

2.

1.

SHOWN ABOVE:
1. Yetti Sheepskin Pewter. 2. Yetti Sheepskin Ivory.
3. UK Domestic Navy. 4. UK Domestic Graphito.
5. UK Domestic Mole. 6. UK Domestic Ivory.

4.

5.

6.

3.

UK DOMESTIC

FLOOR 
CUSHION

Small Beanbag
deal for kids, this 
beanbag is great
for smaller areas.

Lightweight and easily moved 
this beanbag can double as a 
seat or footstool. 

The beans can be adjusted to offer a 
deeper seat or nest for babies and 
younger children. 

It comes already bean filled, the 
stockinette sleeve and protective 
leather zip cover ensure no escapee 
beans. It has an upholstery quality 
leather base, ensuring it can be placed 
on any surface, or dragged by smaller 
folk without worry of damage

Small bean bag comes in 4 skin options 
and 15 colours. 

SIZE: W70cms x H45cms

his season’s must have! These giant floor cushions, 
are not only affordable but also ideal to introduce 
an impactful splash of sheepskin into any home 
without having to invest in a full beanbag.

Measuring 90cms and standing approx. 25cms off the floor, these floor 
cushions are filled densely with beans, making them an ideal size for low 
seat, ottoman, occasional piece.

Available in 5 skin options totalling 18 different colours including all three 
cowhide colour ways, they look sensational in an industrial/warehouse 
conversion.

Made with a strong leather base, the floor cushion has a double chute 
which prevents escapee beans. 

SIZE: W90cms x H90cms x D25cms

I

T

MOONLIGHT TAUPE DARK GREY

SILVER GREY

Swedish Collection

ROSE

SILVER GREY

TAUPE

MOONLIGHT

DARK GREY

DUCK EGG

TAUPE

CHARCOAL

Luxe Collection

This floor cushion is also 
available in the following 
skin combinations...

YETTI SHEEPSKIN

Pewter Ivory

Swedish Collection

Cowhide Collection

UK DOMESTIC

Mole Navy Graphito Ivory

TRICOLOUR

IVORY

LUXE SHEEPSKIN

IVORY

ROSE

DUCK EGG

CHARCOAL

TAUPE

GOLD ACIDO SILVER ACIDO

SHEEPSKIN HAS AN INHERENT 
DIRT REPELLENT, MAKING IT 
EASY TO KEEP LOOKING GREAT, 
A GOOD BRUSH OR WHACK WILL 
SOON REMOVE ANY GRUBBINESS 
FROM WOOL

FEATURES A STRONG 
DOUBLE CHUTE BASE 
TO PREVENT ANY OF 
THE BEANS ESCAPING.
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Luxe Collection

ersatile occasional 
seat can be used stand 
alone or added to any 

chair as a footstool. Excellent in 
any setting, traditional or 
contemporary, filled firmly with 
beans, it is very lightweight
and portable.

Easy to keep clean, any grime/mud can 
be left to dry and simply brushed out. 
Leather base with strong double chute, 
prevents escapee beans. It comes in
5 skin options totalling 18 different 
colours. 

SIZE: W60cms x H25cms

V

POUFFEE

GOLD ACIDO

SILVER ACIDO

COWHIDE 
COLLECTION

Swedish Collection

ALL OF OUR SKINS ARE 
INDIVIDUALLY SELECTED 
AND MATCHED TOGETHER 
TO ENSURE A STRONG, 
UNIFORM AND TACTILE FEEL.

Silver Grey Taupe

Ivory

Dark Grey

Once only available from Nordic countries, these popular short curly 
wool pelts now come mainly from the home of sheep – New Zealand.

Hand selected especially for their characteristic round curly wool, these skins bring a 
Scandi flavour to both contemporary and classic lifestyles.

“Did you know?” Owen Barry have been manufacturing products from Swedish Curly 
Lamb skins since the early 1970’s. We are thrilled as we regularly see these garments & 
accessories today, the wool is as soft and silky as it was 40 years ago.

SWEDISH 
SHEEPSKIN
OUR SKINS

GRAPHITO

TRICOLOUR
COWHIDE

MOONLIGHT
SWEDISH

UK Domestic Collection

DUCK EGG

MOLE

NAVY

IVORY

IVORY

ROSE

CHARCOAL

TAUPE

PEWTERYETTI 
COLLECTION
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WE PRIDE OURSELVES ON 
ONLY USING TANNERIES 
THAT ARE ACCOUNTABLE 
AND ENVIRONMENTALLY 
RESPONSIBLE. WE SELECT 
SUSTAINABLE AND ETHICAL 
SKINS FROM ANIMALS 
RAISED ON OPEN PASTURES.

DISTINCTIVELY DIFFERENT 
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Our cushions are available in the following skin combinations...

YETTI SHEEPSKIN

Pewter Ivory

COWHIDE

Tricolour Gold Acido Silver Acido

LUXE SHEEPSKIN

Ivory Rose Duck Egg Charcoal Taupe

Soft Furnishings
CUSHIONS            SEATPADS

hese exceptional 
quality cushions are 
backed with a toning 

soft pig suede, 100% cut and 
made in Somerset from full skins, 
(not multi pieces or scraps) our 
cushions are available in the full 
range of sheepskin and cowhide 
finishes.

FYI these cushions come with a 
Somerset made feather pad – yes even 
our cushion pads are British! 

SIZE: W40cms x H40cms

T

IVORY

DUCK EGG

ROSE

It is all about the finishing touches, these luxurious cushions and seatpads will enhance any settee, bench or seat.

Mix and match cushion combinations to head turning effect. Or perhaps 
just add a couple to an established cushion grouping to really make it pop 
and elevate them all to a luxurious level.

All our super tactile sheepskins and cowhides are available as cushions,
40 x 40 cms, well feather filled they are the perfect size for lumber/back 
support; and most importantly, the ideal cuddle buddy when watching a 
tearjerker or scary movie – plus, they won’t pinch your last chocolate!

Adding seat pads to an everyday bench or collection of chairs always brings 
a cohesive finishing touch. 

Seat Pads are available in the Luxe, Yetti, Swedish & UK Domestic Sheepskin 
– these skins are really hardwearing and easy to keep clean.  

As well as offering the obvious warmth and soft padding, somehow the 
simple addition of these seatpads, makes the sitter feel more comfortable 
and a home more welcoming – don’t ask us why, we just know it works.

CUSHIONS

SUSTAINABLE, ETHICAL SKINS 
FROM ANIMALS RAISED ON 
OPEN PASTURES IS ALWAYS 
BEEN OUR OBJECTIVE WHEN 
WORKING WITH OUR TANNING 
PARTNERS AND SUPPLIERS.

Cowhide Collection
TIBETAN

COLLECTION

Khaki

SWEDISH SHEEPSKIN

Moonlight Taupe Dark Grey Silver Grey

UK DOMESTIC

Mole Navy Graphito Ivory

GOLD ACIDO

Steel

Cocoa

White
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Swedish Collection

REGULAR GENTLE VACUUMING WILL 
HELP MINIMISE GRUBBINESS. TAKE 
CARE WHEN VACUUMING AS SOFT SKINS 
COULD BE DRAGGED INTO THE NOZZLE.

eat pads, are one of 
the easiest and 
affordable ways to 

introduce a pop of luxury and 
style to a favourite chair, stool or 
bench. 

These pads are cut from solid skins, 
however, for economical yield there may 
be a small amount of patching, this is 
only visible from underneath. Available 
in both circular and square versions, 

“Did you know?” Our sheepskin seat 
pads can be machine washed on a cool 
wool wash, ideally 30 degrees, or a cold 
wash (like you would wash your best 
woollen jumper). Use a non-bio 
detergent, and spin lightly. Dry away 
from direct heat, manipulate the pelt 
when dry to open the fibres and return 
the softness to the seat pad. 

CIRCULAR SIZE: Dia38cms
SQUARE SIZE: W40cms x H40cms

S

Our circular & square 
seat pads are available 
in the following skin 
combinations...

YETTI SHEEPSKIN

Pewter Ivory

LUXE SHEEPSKIN

Ivory Rose Duck Egg Charcoal Taupe

Square & Circular
SEATPADS

Luxe Collection
CHARCOAL

UK DOMESTIC COLLECTION

Yetti Collection

SWEDISH SHEEPSKIN

Moonlight Taupe Dark Grey Silver Grey

UK DOMESTIC

Mole Navy Graphito Ivory

MOONLIGHT

IVORY

Ivory Mole Graphito Navy
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Rugs – Owen Barry offer three sizes for the sheepskin rug 
collection, singles, doubles and quads, because our rugs are 
natural pelts, when we are joining them the sizing quoted will 
vary slightly, however as you would expect because we hand 
select and match them in our own Somerset workshop, 
variation is kept to a minimum.

Our sheepskin rugs are ideal for use on the floor as mats, 
carpets, seat covers or sofa backs – we have even seen them 
used as curtains, now that’s what you call draft proofing, but it 
does look stunning!

Throws – Introducing our OB exclusive – UK Domestic 
Sheepskins, these stunning double face skins make the ideal 
bed or sofa throw.

We hand select, cut and stitch together whole skins in double 
and quadruple formations, meaning that even the largest of 
king-size beds can have a sizeable throw. 

These skins have a sueded pelt, so there is no need for backing 
or lining, they are fully reversible and look totally natural, 
evoking a real sense of purity and clean living.

Luxuriously Soft
Rugs Throws

SINGLE

Swedish Collection

TIBETAN COLLECTION

Silver Grey

COCOA

ROSE

Our single rug is available in the following skin combinations...

LUXE SHEEPSKIN

Ivory Rose Duck Egg Charcoal Taupe

These skins originate from
Tibet or Mongolia, where the 
harsh terrain of the mountains 
and steppe produce a very 
specific sheep. 

The voluminous super fine curly wool is 
natures way of trapping the warm air 
next to the skin, protecting the animal in 
the severest of conditions. 

This unique wool cannot be found 
elsewhere, the delicate fibres of the soft 
long wool makes it the most fragile (by 
far) of all the skins we offer, therefore 
care should be taken to maintain its 
exquisite appearance.

Owen Barry do not offer Tibetan
skins made up as large products as we 
believe they are too fragile for repeated 
hard use.
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Luxury
LAMBSWOOL

Luxe Collection

KHAKI WHITESTEEL

Cowhide Collection

Silver Acido

ring texture and individuality into your home, whether it is a full Cowhide or a shaggy Yetti 
sheepskin, you know these striking rugs will guarantee your interior décor makes an undeniable 
statement that is bang on trend.

B

RUGS

SWEDISH SHEEPSKIN

Moonlight Taupe Dark Grey Silver Grey

Gold Acido

YETTI SHEEPSKIN

Pewter Ivory
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FIVE GENERATIONS OF THE BARRY 
FAMILY HAVE BEEN INVOLVED WITH 
THE TANNING AND MANUFACTURE OF 
SHEEPSKIN AND LEATHER PRODUCTS, 
AND IT IS THIS INHERENT INDUSTRY 
KNOWLEDGE THAT WE BRING TO OUR 
SKIN SELECTION TODAY. 

DOUBLE
Swedish Collection

Luxe Collection

CHARCOAL

DARK GREY

IVORYQuad
    Rug

Double
GRAPHITO

SINGLE THROWS

SHOWN ABOVE:
1. UK Domestic Graphito. 2. UK Domestic Mole. 
3. UK Domestic Ivory. 4. UK Domestic Navy.

1.

2.

3.

4.Sheepskin Throws
hese luxurious Sheepskin throws are made exclusively 
from UK Domestics, with a luxurious ironed wool on one 
side and a matching super soft suede pelt on the other, 

these throws are the ultimate accessory to enhance a chair, sofa, 
bench or bed. Available in 4 colours and 3 sizes.

“Did you know?” Research shows that using a slightly heavier bedding/throw can 
promote a better/deeper night’s sleep? We agree, snuggling up under a sheepskin 
throw is better than any hot chocolate. 

T

Owen Barry have resourced 
these British skins, 
especially for this interiors 
collection. Our inherent 
knowledge acquired over 
70+ years of working with 
sheepskins has enabled the 
Owen Barry team to 
develop and perfect this 
stunning British short
wool shearling. 

Being able to offer a collection of 
interior and lifestyle products 
and skins, 100% cut and made
in the UK from UK raw material, 
has been a long held dream
of OB – so we are immensely 
thrilled with this collection
of stunning, super soft
and luxurious pelts, throws
and products. U
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OUR SKINS

Our double & quad rugs are also available in the following skin combinations...

YETTI SHEEPSKIN

Pewter Ivory

LUXE SHEEPSKIN

Ivory Rose Duck Egg Charcoal Taupe

IVORY TAUPE DARK GREY SILVER GREY

Sizes
AVAILABLE3
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Owen Barry eclectic selection of lifestyle accessories, these are 
guaranteed great must have gifts

Attention to detail and finishing 
touches are what great interiors 
are all about. All Owen Barry 
doorstops are filled with a 
mixture of sheepskin wadding, 
gravel and sand to ensure
a tactile feel whilst giving a 
sensible weight.

Stylish
DOOR
STOPS

HOME ESSENTIALS

YETTI SHEEPSKIN

Pewter Ivory

LUXE SHEEPSKIN SWEDISH SHEEPSKIN

DOG – new to the collection 
this year, this cute attentive 
puppy is bound to get a 
devoted following. Available 
in 3 colour ways: Black, 
Brown and Ivory.

COW – like the Sheep has 
become a recognisable 
Owen Barry piece, 
especially popular in the 
cowhide/leather combo – 
everyone is individual, ideal 
in both traditional and 
modern settings. Available 
in 3 colour ways: Assorted 
Blacks (Cowhide/Leather), 
Assorted Browns (Cowhide/
Leather) and Mad Cow 
(Assorted multi leathers).
SIZE: H22cm x L33cm x W23cms

SHEEP – has become a 
quintessential Owen Barry 
accessory, sold globally, 
this is more than a 
doorstop, it is super high 
quality and whilst great 
fun, makes a very grown up 
statement. Available in 2 
colour ways: Ivory or Black.
SIZE: H18cm x L27cm x W18cms

Cut from very natural waxy cowhide, creating a 
ragged cut style with skin marking and 
characteristics left in for authenticity.

This apron will become more aged and distressed 
with time and wear, adding to its beauty and 
uniqueness. Available in one size only with adjustable 
neck straps and very long waist straps that can
be cut to length. Often seen worn by restaurant
and bar staff. Available in one colour only – Waxy 
Iroko Brown. 

SIZE: W65cms x H72cms

Ideal for gardening or workshop use, the leather is 
robust and wipe clean, offering a high protection 
specification.

The Hobbyist apron offers multiple pockets.
The chest pocket features a velcro close, perfect for 
securing your keys/phone. 

One size fits all, this apron has adjustable waist and 
neck straps with a key clasp and twine hole. Available 
in 3 colours: Steel Grey, Brown and Ecru. 

SIZE: W52cms x H77cms

ANIMAL SHAPED

ARTISAN HOBBYIST

Ivory Rose Duck Egg Charcoal Taupe Moonlight Taupe Dark Grey Silver Grey

For all of our leather interior 
products and accessories
we use high specification 
European upholstery quality 
leather hides.

This ensures strength, durability, wipe 
clean, full colour fastness and all EU fire 
regulation spec’s. You can be 100% 
assured that all the skins used in the 
manufacture of our products, are a
bi-product of the food industry,
no animal has been farmed for its skin.

As a bi-product of the meat industry, the 
sheepskin and leather that we use has 
entered the chain as a waste element, 
and through skilled tannage and 
handling of the pelts they are 
transformed into the beautiful materials 
we use today.

Our leather is also used on the bases of 
our sheepskin and cowhide beanbags, 
thereby protecting the beanbag/wool 
from any damage or dirt from the floor.

Keyrings Yetti Collection

Swedish Collection
TAUPE

PEWTER

turdy and stylish, the Chairman door 
stop is a favourite of ours.

Traditional in shape and ideal for any 
room or household. Depending on skin/colour it has 
the ability to look both classic or contemporary. 
Available in 16 colours and 4 skin options. 

SIZE: H24cms x L24cms

hese keyrings are just so precious 
and tactile.

Available in hearts, stars or 
sheep they are cut from various cowhide or 
sheepskin combinations they will give your 
keys the sophistication they deserve. 

HEARTS & STARS: W8cms x H8cms
SHEEP: W10cms x H47cms x D4cms

S

T

Chairman

LE
AT

H
ER

St
ro

ng
 &

 D
ur

ab
le

BROWN

ECRU

COWHIDE 
COLLECTION

Multi Black

Multi Brown

TRICOLOUR GOLD ACIDO SILVER ACIDO

Home Lifestyle

STEEL GREYIROKO
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INTERIORS & ACCESSORIES

Sheepskin 
bottle covers 
are available in 
the following 
combinations...

UK DOMESTIC

SWEDISH 
SHEEPSKIN

Ivory

Moonlight

Navy

Dark Grey Silver Grey

Mole

Taupe

Graphito

cosy sheepskin hot water bottle cover is a must 
have! This standard bottle cover slips on easily 
and is refilled through an opening on the top.

These covers are ideal to gently ease and warm, muscle pain, for your 
back, shoulder, toes. You can be assured that even the hottest bottle will 
not burn and the dense sheepskin keeps the bottle warm all night long. 
Available in 2 skin options, 8 different colours. 

SIZE: H37cm x W23cms

oft and snug. Introducing our slip-
on sheepskin house slipper, 
handmade from the finest Curly 

Merino Sheepskin.

Prima’s have a full sheepskin inner sole with a soft suede 
base, these ballerina style slippers are super elegant, no 
more ugly scuffs, Prima’s are the lightweight and graceful 
answer to cosy toes. Available in 3 sizes and 3 colours. 

WOMEN’S: Sml (3-4), Med 5-6), Lar (7-8)

A

S

Hot Water 
Bottle Cover

PRIMA HOUSE 
SLIPPER

UK Domestic Collection

Swedish Collection

HOT WATER BOTTLE: GRAPHITO
SLIPPERS: PALE

IVORY

RUGS & THROWS

Sumo
SIZE:
W120cms x H60cms

SKINS:
Luxe, Swedish, Yetti, 
Cowhide, UK Domestic

Hobbyist Apron
SIZE:
W52cms x H77cms

SKINS:
Leather

Cow 
Doorstop
SIZE:
H22 x L33 x W23cms

SKINS:
Cowhide, Leather

Hot Water 
Bottle Cover
SIZE:
H37 x W23cms

SKINS:
Swedish, UK Domestic

Prima House Slipper
WOMEN’S:
Sml (3-4), Med 5-6), Lar (7-8)

SKINS:
Curly Merino

Rugs
TIBETAN SHEEPSKIN
L100cms x W60cms (single only)

SWEDISH, YETTI & LUXE
L95cm x W55cm (single)
L190cm x W55cm (double)
L190cm x W100cm (quad)

COWHIDE
L200 x W190 cms approx

Throws
SINGLE: L90cms x W65cms
DOUBLE: L167cms x W78cms
QUAD: L167cms x W120cms

SKINS: UK Domestic

Artisan Apron
SIZE:
W65cms x H72cms

SKINS:
Leather

Keyrings
HEARTS & STARS: W8cms x H8cms
SHEEP: W10cms x H47cms x D4cms

SKINS:
Cowhide

Chairman 
Doorstop
SIZE:
H24cms x L24cms

SKINS:
Luxe, Swedish,
Yetti, Cowhide

Hareem
SIZE:
W150cms x H35cms

SKINS:
Luxe, Swedish, Yetti, 
Cowhide, UK Domestic, 
Leather

Sheep 
Doorstop
SIZE:
H18 x L27 x W18cms

SKINS:
Curly Merinos

Dog 
Doorstop
SKINS:
Curly Merinos

Lowland
SIZE:
W90cms x H35cms

SKINS:
Luxe, Swedish, Yetti, 
Cowhide, UK Domestic, 
Leather

Small Beanbag
SIZE:
W70cms x H45cms

SKINS:
Luxe, Swedish, Yetti, 
Cowhide, UK Domestic

Pouffee
SIZE:
W60cms x H25cms

SKINS:
Luxe, Swedish, Yetti, 
Cowhide, UK Domestic

HOME & LIFESTYLE

BEANBAGS & FOOTSTOOLS

Cushion
SIZE:
W40cms x H40cms

SKINS:
Luxe, Swedish, Yetti, 
Cowhide, UK Domestic, 
Tibetan

Circular 
Seatpad
SIZE:
Dia38cms

SKINS:
Luxe, Swedish, Yetti,
UK Domestic

Square
Seatpad
SIZE:
W40cms x H40cms

SKINS:
Luxe, Swedish, Yetti,
UK Domestic

SOFT FURNISHINGS

DISCLAIMER
Dimensions quoted are only guidelines, each product has been measured across the girth and height – as if 
positioned in situation, the height shown is the approximate seat height, not the height of the actual 
beanbag shell, which in many cases is taller. When sheepskin and leather bean filled items are sat on they will 
expand & “plump down”, plus the wool denseness and length can make a difference to exact measurements.

Large Beanbag
SIZE:
W95cms x H70cms

SKINS:
Luxe, Swedish, Yetti, 
Cowhide, UK Domestic, 
Leather

Floor Cushion
SIZE:
W90cms x H90cms x 25cms

SKINS:
Luxe, Swedish, Yetti, 
Cowhide, UK Domestic

CALL: +44 (0)1458 442858
SEND: info@owenbarry.com  

VISIT: www.owenbarrytrade.com

Number 3, The Tanyard, Leigh Road,
Street, Somerset, BA16 0HD, UK

How to Order
If you would like to know more about the Owen Barry range or to become
a stockist. Please contact us, or arrange to visit our showroom and factory.

Alternatively our reps and agents are on the road and will gladly call to see
you at your convenience, please just telephone with your requirements.

Natura

HOT WATER BOTTLE: MOONLIGHT
SLIPPERS: CROMITA



NUMBER 3, THE TANYARD, LEIGH ROAD, STREET, SOMERSET, BA16 0HD, UK.
Telephone: +44 (0)1458 442858    Email: info@owenbarry.com


